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About This Game

The ultimate race of life....

~Steven and the rest of the sperm were preparing for their big race, when all of a sudden, a horrific rush of spermicide began to
attack and kill them all! Many (future) lives perished, but one survived - Steven!

Steven was fast and nimble, and managed to evade the threat! Now, all alone with the spermicide closing in on him ever so
quickly, Steven must make it to the egg before it's too late! Will a child be born, or will the commanding contraception erase

him from exquisite existence?~

Features!

 6 awesome and unique stages! (12 stages technically if you count unlocking something that may... "modify" these levels
a bit...)

 Challenging and addictive gameplay with satisfying sound effects that'll keep you playing for hours! (even if you die
over and over again.)
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 Charming game atmosphere with a late 90s PC game vibe, and lots of little quirks and details!

 Cool unlockable title screens and cosmetics to personalize your game!

 Achievements to help give some extra objectives and spicen up the stages after you've mastered them!

 Bonus videos that'll make you want to see what happens when you (or IF you can) 100% the game...

 A nice and simple High Score board to help track your accomplishments and improvement!

Can you make it to the egg and give birth to a beautiful life? Or will you perish and
leave only failure in your wake?
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steve sperm donor

I have only played the tutorial, but if any of you have played Galcon Fusion (Indie Game) then you know what this game will be
like. The basic premise is the same. You simply have to have the same amount or more of your "walkers" than the enemy to
take over their land and destory enemy walkers. However, there are a number of ways to do this. This strategy game maintains a
beautifully "greater in numbers" turn based tactics but adds diversity too with the addition of different units to utilize. There are
long range stationary cannons, transports, walkers, and harvesters (that can both harm you help you and be used as a weapon).
Overall, it is an intuitive strategy experience that is part puzzle, part turn based tactics. I definitely recommend this title.. Worth
the wait. Beautiful art, fantastic animation. I love the ending. It was very heartwarming.. A well presented game, simple enough
and fun, but it gets very repetetive, very fast, but I guess all games like this are deemed to get repetetive in the end, other than
that, it's fun for the occasional gameplay.

6/10. Nice game.... until it stopped working... Wow, terribly crude & dreadfull playability. Extremely primitive, dull boring. Just
downright awful. What a waste of money, amazing something this bad is actually being sold on steam, Zero out of ten.
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The graphics have improved over the years but the core of this game (physics, controls and AI) is seriously lagging behind other
modern racing games.. On the downside as with all Early Access games it's unfinished, unpolished, broken in places and
requiring a hell of a lot work and content.

On the brightside, it lets you mount a♥♥♥♥♥♥laser so take from that what you will.. Enjoyed playing it, but i dont think its
worth the price. When a game gets frustrating, it looses it's charm. It is a megaman clone, and the idea is very good. close to a
MMX experience,
HOW-e-VER
when a game crosses the line between challenging and frustrating, the charm is lost. the game is memorable for how much rage
it generated! a little better level design could have gone a VERY long way... if its a bit of a challenge to get to the platforms just
to be able to clear the stage... yeah, that may need some tweaking! Bosses are OK, but need a little balancing. I hate to sound
like im just... complaining (cause I dont want to use the term in my head) but i really wanted to like this one, and it just
frustrated the hell out of me!. This game is amazing! about the same amount of replay ability as lone echo on rift. which means
replay it every 1 to 2 months. There is a story but its only 5-6 hours. It has really cool combat and game micanics. There are
some bugs like very long loading screens or crashes when opening doors, but none of that stopped me from restarting the game
over and over again in order to finish it. its just that good. DLC would be amazing! And a 2nd game with a much longer story
would have me buy the next one in a heart beat.
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